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Te Akatoki Executive Hui 
MINUTES 

05/06/2019 
 
 
 

Meeting commenced at: 7:02 pm 
 
To Be Held at Te Whare Ākonga o Te Akatoki, 129 Ilam Road, Christchurch 
 
1. Opening Karakia: Hinehou Flanagan  

 
2. Present: Hinehou Flanagan, Eleni Gibbs, Grace Shrader-Manuera,  

Ruby Reedy-Land, Taylah Gerrard, TK Cooper, Tia Hunt, Te Puawai 
Wilson-Leahy  

 
3. Absent: Delane Luke, Maui Brennan, Ielish Goble  

 
4. Late:  

 
5. Apologies: Freya Hargreaves-Brown, Laken Wairau 

 
6. In Attendance: Madi Simons, Tamahou Thoms 

 
7. Confirmation of Minutes: 
Motion: Minutes Moved: Grace Shrader-Manuera Seconded: Ruby Reedy-Land 
Carried: Unanimous  
That the minutes of the executive hui held on 1st May 2019 as circulated, be approved and 
adopted as a true and correct record of that meeting with amendments made in the relevant 
areas.  
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Matters Arising 
8. Tumuaki Update  
UCSA Update 

● There has been a request made for TA to perform at the opening of Haere-roa. The 
exec accepts this and agrees to charge $300 + GST. 

● During July there will be drinks at Bentleys and a tour of Haere-roa for the TA exec 
and the UCSA exec.  

● Some master’s students have requested to use the whare during the upcoming break 
and in early September. The exec approves.  

 

 

9. Portfolio Reports 
Hauora - TK Cooper  

● TA Hakinakina was successful with satisfactory numbers. However the exec really 
want to push for more in future; particularly aiming to engage more male tauira. The 
exec agrees that running 2 sports works well and will continue this during Semester 
2.  

● The exec agrees to aim for ‘Haerenga Hauora’ to run in future; utilising the structure 
planned. We received half of the payment back from the van company. The deposit 
to the marae was never made so this isn’t an issue.  

● TK emphasises the need for the exec to be friendly and open around the whare for 
tauira to feel comfortable and welcomed.  

Social - Taylah Gerrard 

● ‘Whanau Hui’ ran well; but had a small turnout. The exec comments on how the kai 
was great.  

● ‘End of Sem’ went well with a reasonable turnout. The venue was suitable and the 
tab was perfect. The exec comments on how the decorations were great and opening 
the event up to tauira’s friends and flatmates etc. was a good decision and created 
an inclusive environment.  

● Hosting both ‘Whanau Hui’ and ‘End of Sem’ on the same night worked well. 
However numbers may have been more satisfactory if the events were run earlier in 
the semester. 

● Ruby comments on how she has the ability to attend and organise more events next 
semester so Taylah is not solely managing the portfolio.  
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● A set timeline of events is needed and marketing must be worked on earlier and to a 
higher standard to ensure our tauira are engaging with TA.   
 

Academic - Grace Shrader-Manuera 

● Study wananga will be held on Tuesdays 6:00 pm - 9:00 pm in the whare; starting 
from week 2, semester 2. If the whare proves to not be suitable, a room will need to 
be booked elsewhere.  

● Academic board is to be moved somewhere more visible in the whare and enhanced 
with borders, decorations etc. Tia highlights the need for tuakana to be present on 
the board as a source of inspiration for our tauira.  

● Study packs are in the process of being completed and Grace estimates she will 
have them finished by the end of the week. Merch from MDT has already been 
picked up and organised.  

● Study week kai has been finalised.  
● Tia comments on how we should create an inspirational board picturing those who 

we look up to and encourage tauira to put their own quotes and people up who 
inspire them. 

Recruitment - Grace Shrader-Manuera  

● Bus trip needs to be booked. 
● Laser tag needs to be booked.  

Communications - Eleni Gibbs 

● Eleni comments on how semester 1 proved to be difficult in terms of managing her 
workload.  

● A more finalised comms timeline is needed but Eleni agrees that it is helpful for exec 
members to complete comms for their individual events also.  

Te Reo - Hinehou Flanagan 

● Kapa haka has been successful and the inclusion of alumni has worked well. Closer 
to the time of ‘Te Huinga Tauira 2019’ the exec will discuss how we mihi to those who 
have assisted us in preparing our tauira. Hinehou emphasises the need for the exec 
to assist in cooking kai for after kapa haka. Te Puawai comments on how every exec 
member has authority and we have the capability to decide amongst ourselves 
whose responsibility it is to cook that evening.  

● Hinehou aims to add kupu around the whare during semester 2. Pockets of kiwaha 
and general Maori words etc. will be placed on a board for our tauira to utilise also.  
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 10. Communication (General) 

● TK emphasises that communication is vital to our success as an exec. Members 
must respond quickly and professionally to one another so mahi can continue.  

● The exec agrees to at this stage not appoint a Communications Officer and for the 
exec to instead manage this role amongst themselves.  

● Ruby agrees to open a Google Calendar for the exec. Exec members should mark 
ahead of time when they require the TA card in this calendar.  

● Rugby agrees to begin work on promotional videos for upcoming events.  
● Exec introductions on social media need to be completed.  
● Advertising via word of mouth has proved successful but Facebook allows people to 

be reached who are not as involved with TA currently.Tia points out the need for the 
exec to advertise our events on our own social platforms and encourage tauira to 
share it. Exec members should also select ‘Going’ on Facebook events to improve 
final numbers.  

● TK and Te Puawai highlight the need for policy to ensure exec members meet their 
comms responsibilities.  

● July’s hui will be longer and used to work out exact dates for events throughout 
semester 2. It is vital that the exec comes prepared with ideas to this hui.  

 

 

11. Finances  
Motion: Conference funding Moved: Te Puawai Seconded: Hinehou Flanagan 
Carried: Carried with one abstention from Tia 
Move that the funding request of $200 for Marama Aubrey to attend the ‘Te Huinga Roia’ 
conference be approved. 

 

 

12. General Business 

● Sustainability and Kaitiakitanga  
- Laken has noted that the exec needs to discuss environmental initiatives.  
- Taylah has been speaking with tauira and the exec discusses a rough idea of 
implementing a sustainability committee next year.  

● Whare Organisation  
- Tia suggests we have a day where the exec and tauira sort out the whare.  
- Te Puawai comments on the need for a stocktake to also be done.  
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● Te Ao Marama Connections 
- Ruby has been speaking with tauira who are wanting a ‘bridge’ between TA and the 
whare and Te Ao Marama.  
- Grace comments on how she could develop a survey to see what times all our 
tauira are available to attend events such as kapa haka so we could potentially adjust 
our schedule to be more inclusive.  
- Taylah adds that reviewing our current planned events and making some more 
‘family friendly’ would enable more mature students to attend. 
- Ruby will organise a suggestion box to be placed in Te Ao Marama which can be 
reported on at exec hui.  
- It would also be great to get TA on the various TVs round the university so our faces 
are being seen.  

● Other 
- Te Puawai highlights the need for the exec to come to hui with action points rather 
than discussion points. Discussion can take place in the group chat.  
- Always read the minutes prior to attending hui.  
- Keep up to date with the exec page and group chat.  
- TA’s involvement in the events following the mosque attacks are appreciated. Tia’s 
brother is seeking to come into a hui soon and report back on how we have helped.  
- It is fine to run dates past Te Puawai and Laken but each exec member has their 
own authority and are capable of making their own decisions and making contact with 
others. Essentially, don’t give over all authority to Te Puawai and Laken as it slows 
the decision making process down and places more stress on our tumuaki haumi.  
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Correspondence  

Incoming  

Date Name – Subject  

Outgoing  

Date Who to – who replied and subject  

 

Next meeting: TBC 
Closing karakia: All present 
Meeting closed: 8:10 pm 
 
I verify that this is a true and accurate record of the minutes held above: 
 
__________________________________ 
 
Name:_____________________________ 
 
Position:____________________________ 
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